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MRPS Technology: How the nCS1 Works

The Spectradyne nCS1 occupies a small bench top footprint approximately
1.5 sq ft (left). Only 3 µL of a sample is required for analysis using a disposable microfluidic cartridge (right), which prevents contamination between
measurements and eliminates cleaning requirements.

Scope of Work
This poster shows examples of robust, high resolution measurements of various nanoparticle (NP) materials in different liquids. The technology employed is a dramatically enhanced version of the Coulter principle called Microfluidic Resistive Pulse Sensing, or MRPS. The technology measures individual particles by electrical, not optical means, and therefore represents a truly orthogonal technique to DLS, NTA,
and RMM for assessing the particle size distribution in a sample. Absolute concentration measurements
are robust and accurate, over any measured size range.
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The nCS1 has dramatically higher resolution than DLS and NTA.
This is especially evident with polydisperse samples, as in this example of a 4-component polystyrene bead mixture analyzed by the
nCS1, by DLS, and by NTA.

Nanofabricated features in Spectradyne’s disposable cartridges
enable robust detection of submicron particles while minimizing
the measurement challenges encountered by other implementations of Resistive Pulse Sensing.

Each PMMA bead component was successfully identified, over a concentration range
spanning six orders of magnitude. The excellent agreement between the two measurement sites as well as the overlap between
cartridge data in the ~ 300 nm range demon-

1) Protein Aggregation
Protein formulations are typically fragile and
therefore require measurements without additives or dilution. The data at right show
nCS1 measurements, run neat, of a proprietary formulation in an acetate buffer,
stressed at four different conditions (10, 20,
30, and 60 minutes, plus a control in blue). A
clear trend of increasing submicron aggregation with applied stress is apparent.
By detecting protein aggregates early, when
they are smaller, the nCS1 can save time in
assessing the relative stability of competing
formulations.

A detailed comparison of the NP content of
seven aqueous samples (IV bag saline,
pre-filled syringe saline, two types of saline for
injection, wound irrigation water, MilliQ water,
and filtered PBS+Tween) is shown in the
figure at right.

More Stress: More Aggregates
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The image shows fluorescent nanoparticles flowing through a
nanoconstriction in one of Spectradyne’s MRPS cartridges.
Count rates up to 10,000 particles/s are achievable.

The figure at the right demonstrates the
quantitative differentiation of extracellular
vesicles from different sources. Integrated
concentrations over the size range shown are
in the table below. Generally, concentration
differences of < 10% are detectable.
Sample

Measured Concentration

#4 Erythrocyte

(9.7 ± 0.1)x 109 particles/mL

#5 Platelet

(2.44 ± 0.02)x 1010particles/mL

#6 Plasma

(1.09 ± 0.01)x 1010 particles/mL
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#7 LNCAP

(1.98 ± 0.05)x 10 particles/mL

#8 PC3

(1.58 ± 0.05)x 109 particles/mL
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Extracellular Vesicles from Various Sources
EV Origin:
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4) Comparison of “Clean” Water and Saline

Aggregation Stress Comparison

1

NIST PMMA Mix Measured at Two Sites:
Torrance, CA (2/7/2017) & Toronto, Canada (7/6/2017)
Concentration
(Particles.mL-1.nm-1)

A multi-component mixture of PMMA beads,
part of an effort to develop a nanoparticle
concentration standard, was measured over
two cartridge ranges (denoted by the TS-400
and TS-2000 labels at right) at two sites and
by two different operators. The material was
supplied by NIST.
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DLS - Normalized Intensity (a.u.)
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NTA - Concentration
(108 Particles.mL-1)

nCS1TM - Concentration

(108 Particles.mL-1.nm-1)
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Polydispersity Measurement
Spectradyne nCS1

MRPS is a state-of-the-art microfluidic implementation of Resistive Pulse Sensing, aka
the Coulter Principle. In RPS, the electrical resistance of a conducting fluid is monitored
as particles flow through a constriction (see schematic images at right), thereby blocking the flow of ions and temporarily increasing the resistance. Maximum resistance
modulation is obtained when the particle is entirely in the constriction (bottom image).
The size of the resistance spike is proportional to particle volume, regardless of particle
material, and the transit time gives the fluid flow rate, such that particle counts can be
converted to absolute concentration measurements. There is no dependence on the
index of refraction of the particle and, because particles are detected and sized individually, high resolution measurements are obtained. Spectradyne’s proprietary MRPS
technology utilizes disposable cartridges to greatly improve ease-of-use and reduce
measurement time compared to other nanoparticle implementations of RPS.
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(Particles.mL-1.nm-1)

A truly orthogonal method to DLS, NTA, etc.
Sizing range: 50 nm - 2 µm diameter.
Peak sizing resolution of 3% or better.
Absolute concentration measurements.
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Concentration range: 10 to 10 NPs/mL.
All particle materials.
Measurements unbiased by polydispersity.
Total sample analysis in minutes.

3) PMMA Beads as a NP Concentration Standard
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While all samples would be considered
“clean”, the nCS1 distinguishes clear differences in NP concentration. Two cartridges
were used to span the size range of 75 nm to
2 µm, with excellent agreement in the concentrations measured by the two cartridges in the
overlap region around 250 nm.
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Particle Content in Diverse Aqueous Solutions
TS-2000

Concentration
(Particles.mL-1.nm-1)

Precise characterization of nanomaterials in drug formulations is critical at all stages of their development and production. However, instrumentation for the accurate and rapid analysis of nanoparticle
size and concentration has until now been unavailable. Spectradyne’s nCS1 offers a new implementation of the resistive pulse sensing method and delivers:
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Conclusion
Spectradyne’s MRPS technology demonstrated high resolution sizing on diverse particle materials over
a concentration range of more than six orders of magnitude. The technology has higher precision both in
terms of size and concentration measurements than other nanoparticle analysis instrumentation, and
does not suffer when measuring particles of high optical transparency. The capabilities of the nCS1
enable scientists to make decisions about their formulations and processes faster and with greater confidence than when using other metrologies alone.
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